Identification of fetal nucleated red cells in co-cultures from fetal and adult peripheral blood: differential effects of serum on fetal and adult erythropoiesis.
Seeking to optimize a novel method of isolating rare fetal erythroid cells in cultures from maternal blood, we have explored the effects of serum supplement on fetal and adult erythropoiesis. We used flow cytometry and sorting after labelling with antibodies to fetal haemoglobin (HbF) and adult haemoglobin (HbA). In adult blood-derived cultures, most nucleated red cells accumulated either only adult haemoglobin (F-A+) or a combination of fetal and adult haemoglobin (F+A+). Only a few were F+A-. Serum affected the proportions of adult cells expressing fetal haemoglobin (both F+A- and F+A+), which were minimized, but not eliminated altogether, with the use of charcoal-treated sera at low concentrations. In contrast, the expansion of fetal red cells, which made only fetal haemoglobin (F+A-) during at least one week of culture, was strongly increased with the use of charcoal treated sera, due to the removal of a charcoal-absorbable inhibitor. In co-cultures of fetal and adult erythroid cells, fetal cells could be enriched in the order of 200-fold by flow sorting with the F+A- criterion. However, since adult F+A- cells could not be suppressed completely, the purity of sorted fetal cells still depended on the relative numbers of fetal and maternal erythroid clonogenic cells in the blood sample. Thus, we demonstrate a method by which fetal nucleated red cells potentially present in maternal blood cultures can be identified and isolated from the vast majority of maternal erythroid cells, based on their correlated contents of fetal and adult haemoglobin.